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Abstract:
The historiography of the British Columbia Cooperative Federation differs from
that of other provincial CCF groups for its lack of attention to the participation of
religious reformers in shaping the party's early history. Yet the first CCF House
Leader in the province, Reverend Robert Connell, was a fervent believer in the
social gospel and in the goals of ecumenism. His attempts to bring "Christian
principles" into politics resulted in a battle between reformers and radicals in
the party, ultimately resulting in his departure from political life. The div ision
of the BC CCF in 1936 as a result of what has become known as the "Connell
Affair" created a loss of momentum for the party which lost its status as Official
Opposition in the 1937 provincial election. This event presents a unique
opportunity to study the interaction of a social gospel inspired Christian
reformer with firmly irreligious supporters of Marxism.
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summitthe left toward the right, while discrediting
anti-imperialism and anti-capitalism…”. Here the p Marxist still carried a negative connotation in that era, especially due to the
permissions@sfu.ca.

triumphalism expressed by liberals and conservatives alike. Yet it was clear that once idealistic liberals had fully abandoned the left, class politics, and the working class
itself in favor of embracing neo-liberal Language:
capitalism, accusing them of being communists might cost one’s credibility. Enter “cultural Marxism.” Cultural Marxism, as best as
English
can be determined, originates in the early
1990’s, which also coincides with the beginning of the so-called “Culture Wars.” The term factors heavily in the writings of the
original Culture-Warrior, Pat Buchanan, but also those of William S. Lind. In fact it was Lind, one of the lesser-known culture warriors, who defined the term “cultural
Document
type:
Marxism” and attempted to write its history.
The New
Democratic Party of British Columbia (BC NDP) is a social-democratic[3] provincial political party in British Columbia,
Thesis
Canada, which currently governs the province,
and previously governed from 1972 to 1975, and then again from 1991 to 2001. In 1936 the party split as its moderate
leader, Reverend Robert Connell was Rights:
expelled over doctrinal differences in what was called the "Connell Affair". In the election on 12 June 1952, the Liberals and
Conservatives were decimated.
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